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SUMMARY 

_Measurements of ion densities within a specialized 63Ni ionization cell are 
described where the distance between a radioactive foil and the point of ion density 
measurement is continuously variable. Air and dichlorodiff uoromethane are used as 
the ionizing medium. Measurements are made with an atmospheric pressure ioniza- 
tion mass spectrometer. The results are shown to bc in excellent agreement with a 
simpIe quantitative model of the experiment. The model is then used to predict the 
distribution of ions throughout the active volumes of several cylindrical cells of typ- 
ical dimensions_ 

INTRODUCTION 

Radioactive beta emitters have become integral components of several impor- 
tant detectors for gas chromatography (GC). The electron-capture detector (ECD) is 
the most established among these, while the relatively newer techniques of ion mobili- 
ty spectrometry (IMS) and atmospheric pressure ionization mass spectrometry 
(APIMS) show considerable promise. In the future development of instruments 
which require ionization of gases at relatively high pressures, we might expect to find 
beta emitters fulfilling that function_ 

An important characteristic of each beta source which wc wish to explore here 
relates to their penetration into a gas and the subsequent distribution of ions and 
electrons throughout an ionization cell. The nature of beta penetration into GC 
carrier gases has been a point of continuous interest since the first uses of radiation 
sources for GC detection_ From the known, maximum energies associated with the 
various beta-emitting nuclides, estimates of the “maximum” or “average” pcne- 
tration depths have been made and, for the lack of more complete information, have 
been used as criteria for cell design. A complete description of the ionization caused 
by a given source is complicated by at least the following realities: a beta emitter 
produces beta particles of a broad range of energies; the trajectory of a beta partic!e 
through an absorbing medium is not necessarily straight; the material onto which the 
beta nuclide is plated will affect the energy distribution of the emitted betas due to 
backscattering; and the design of the cell strongly al%cts the net dis’tibution of 
radiation and ionization. Due to these complexities, perhaps the most reliable infor- 
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mation concerning GC beta sources obtained so far has been by measurements of cell 
currents under actual or simulated conditions of the ionization cell of interest_ Re- 
cently, separate reports by Ante and KapiIa’ and by Ayala et al.’ have described 
experiments in which the standing currents observed in 63Ni and 3H ionization cells 
are interpreted in terms of the probable penetration depths of the betas. Such measure- 
ment.5 of cell current reflect an integration or sum of all ionization events occurring 
everywhere in the cell being examined. 

The measurements to be reported here offer additional and complementary 
information to the subject of beta penetration into a gas in that they reflect the ion 
density at a speciEc location in an ionization cell, rather than the total celi current_ An 
advantage of this approach is that the resuhs obtained with our specialized cell are 
directly transformable to other source de&m_ Therefore, in this article we wih de- 
scribe and present evidence supporting a simple quantitative model by which radi- 
ation intensity and ion densities throughout any imagined cell can be predicted with 
muck greater accuracy than has been previousljr possible_ Because of its wide use in 
ionization cells. 63Ni-on-Pt foil is the subject of this study. The method developed 
here for predicting the character of an ionization cell can be applied to any beta 
source other than 63Ni. as Iong as the mass absorption curve of the source material is 
known. 

The API&IS system used in this study has been described previously3”. Two 
slightIy different ion source configurations have been used here. These are shown in 
Fig. I _ In ion source A of Fig. 1, the only piece of 6’Ni-on-Pt foil present is a small 
disk of 3-O mm diameter and 0.20 mCi activity_ It is heid onto the end of a moveable 
pin as shown. A stainless-steel cap holds the 63Ni disk in place by overlapping it 
slightly, so that the effective, exposed portion of the disk is then 2-S mm in diameter_ 
Carrier gas is passed through the source from right to left as shown in the figure at a 
flow-rate of ca. 30 ml min-I. The right-side wall of the source is formed by a S/S-in_ 

IO mm 

ion scurce A 

rzovoD:e 
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Fig I_ S~ializtd atmospheric pressure ion sources in which the distance between a 63Ni-on-Pt disk and 
the ion-sampling aperture is variable. 
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disk of25m thick nickel with a 25-m diameter aperture in the center. This aperture 
allows about 5 ml atm min- ’ of the source contents to enter a vacuum envelope. The 
ion content of this gas is monitored by a quadrupole mass filter with an ion-counting 
detection system. In the measurements reported here, the total positive-ion signal is 
measured as a function of the distance between the sampling aperture and the 63Ni 
disk on the moveable pin. For all mass spectrometry measurements, the stainless 
central pin is electrically grounded to the mass spectrometer ion source so that the 
active volume is free of applied electrical fields at all times. 

Ion source B is the same one shown as source A except that the cylindrical walls 
of the source now are formed by a 63Ni-on-Ft foil of 15 mCi activity. The cylinder is 
10 mm in diameter and 18 mm in length. The moveable 63Ni disk is also present in 
source B_ The activity per unit area of the two pieces of foil present in source B is the 
same. 

For both sources the disk-to-aperture distance was continuously variable from 
0.5 mm to 22 mm. The lower limit was somewhat arbitrarily decided upon so that the 
63Ni disk would never come in direct contact with the gas-sampling aperture and, 
thereby, possibly dislodge the 63Ni disk from the pin. The moveable pin can be 
electrically isolated from the cell block so that the cell current can be measured (as is 
done in one experiment here) by using the pin as an anode. Both ion sources A and B 
are home-built from stainless steel. 

The carrier gases used are utility-grade air and CF&l,. The simultanecus 
presence of negative ions with positive ions was actually desirable in these expcri- 
ments because better reproducibility is obtained than when purified nitrogen is used. 
We believe that differences in reproducibility are due to the presence of small poten- 
tials which can develop on all surfaces of the cell including areas near the ion-sam- 
pling aperture. Because the diffusion velocities of positive ions and negative ions are 
very similar, their rates of transport to surfaces are undoubtedly nearly equivalent in 
the absence of applied fields and, thus, these surface potentials do not tend to occur 
when air is used as the source gas. Electrons, however, having a much greater diffu- 
sion velocity, may tend to cause an unequal arrival rate of the two charge types at cell 
boundaries when nitrogen is used. Thus, even in a perfectly clean cell, small but 
significant equilibrium potentials can exist at the cell boundaries. This effect is magni- 
fied if the cell is not perfectly clean (the usual case). Then a thin layer of matter 
separates the point of contact of the ion or electron with the conducting walls and 
additional boundary potentials can be created. Since the penetration depths of the 
betas are determined only by the mass density of the attenuating medium, and not at 
all affected by the ultimate fate of the negative portion of the charge pairs created, we 
have used gases in which negative ions will be formed. 

RESULTS _4ND DISCUSSION 

. The principle experimental results to be considered in this paper are shown in 
Fig. 2. The tatal p&itive-ion signal of the mass spectrometer is shown as a function of 
the disk-to-aperture distance, ri, where air and CFzClz were used as the carrier gas 
with source A and air with source B. Fig. 2 shows that each of the three experiments 
produced a dependence of signal on d which is unique and distinct from the other 
two. Of the three sets of data shown, only the magnitudes of the two sets of air 
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measurements can be meanin_&ully compared with each other, since only for these two 
sets could the mass spectrometer ion focusing and detector settings be unchanged 
without esceeding the dynamic response range of the instrument_ The relative magni- 
tude of the CFIClz data at any value of d cannot lx meaningfully compared with the 
air data, however, because very different mass spectrometer focusing settings where 
required with CF&l, in order to keep the measurements at low disk-to-aperture 
distances within the dynamic response range of the instrument. Thus, in comparing 
the measurement of CF&I, with those of air using source A, only the relative shapes 
of the two curves should be considered. and they are, indeed. seen to be distinguishably 
different. The CFQ data increases much more sharply as d is made small than does 
the air data_ 
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Fi- -I 2. Total posithe-ion signals measured by mass spect-ometer as a function of the disk-to-aperture 
distance. The sow pressure and temperature are 0.85 atrn and 23YI (ambient) in all cases. 

Fig_ 3. Representation of experiment using ion source A. 

In order to develop a quantitative description of the data in Fig. 2 it is useful to 
consider the drawing in Fig. 3. In our experiment a signal is obtained which is 
proportional to the density of positive ions in a small region of space immediately 
adjacent to the aperture (signal = positive-ion density x flow-rate of gas through 
aperture x efficiency of ion transport through mass spectrometer)_ It is essential to 
the interpretation to be made here that the size of this volume being sampled by the 
mass spectrometer is small relative to the distances separating the 63Ni disk and the 
aperture_ We ha\-e given careful consideration to this point previously (p. 481 of ref. 
4). and the conclusion is that the volume being effectively “seen” by the mass spec- 
tromeier is smaller than 0.5 mm, the distance of closest approach by the 63Ni disk. 
The reason for this very local sampling of ion density by the mass spectrometer is that 
ions arc rapidly destroyed in a field-free source by the recombination of opposite 
charge types_ For ions which are formed more than 1 mm from the aperture. destruc- 
tion by recombination is much faster than the rate at which they can be transported 
by gas flow to the aperture. Therefore, oniy ions which are formed very close to the 
aperture have a high probability of being measured by the mass spectrometer. 

Again considering the drawing in Fig. 3, it is obvious that the ion density in the 
sampled volume will lxar some type of inverse relation to the distance, d. Instead of 
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viewing the experiment in terms of the disk as a whole and the one value of d, 
however, it is useful to envision the disk as being composed of numerous concentric 
area units as shown, each having its own distance, xi, to the aperture at each setting of 
d. The measured ion density will then be the result of a summation of contributions 
from the individual area elements of the disk. The very important advantage of view- 
ing the experiment in this manner is that a generalized expression for the radiation 
intensity at the observation point will then result which, as will bc seen, can then be 
used to predict the radiation in*;nsity and ion density at any or all points in the active 
volume of any imagined r5 design. Since we expect the contributions of each area 
unit, A, to the radiatirA intensity, S, at the observation point to be additive, eqn. 1 
can be written 

where K is a proportionality factor and f(xJ is some function (not yet determined) 
which describes the effect of separation, xi, of each area unit on the radiation intensity 
at the observation point. Eqn. 1 assumes that the total emitter surface has been 
partitioned into individual units, A, of equal area. For the experiment symbolized by 
Fig. 3, the symmetry accompanying this ceh design makes reduction of the system 
into equal area units with accompanying -ri values very simple. In our calculations the 
disk was divided into twenty concentric rings of equal areas (rings are narrower as ri 
increases), and the value of xi associated with each is calculated from xi = (& + $)l”_ 
With each setting of d, a unique combination of xi values are set, which should alter 
the radiation intensity and the positive ion density at the observation point in a 
manner consistent with eqn. I_ Viewing the problem in this way the critical remaining 
task is to determine the form of the function f(x,) which provides the best fit to the 
data. 

In our initial attempts at matching the experimental data of Fig. 2 to a mathe- 
matical expression, several forms for f(xJ were somewhat arbitrarily selected for trial 
without much consideration being given to the physical basis of each. These attempts 
were not successful until, upon closer consideration of the theoretically expected form 
of f(x>. the following relationship between the mass spectrometry signal and the 
distances, xi, was tested. 

J e -=. 
signal = EC C 7 

E -9 
(2) 

where K’ is again simply a proportionality constant and u is a constant which was 
adjusted to provide the best fit to the data. By inspection of cqns. 1 and 2 and realizing 
that the measured signal is proportional to positive-ion density, n,, the following 
relationships are then also implied. 

and 

(3) 

n+ oc Js (4) 
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Eqn. 2 appears to be a vahd description of the experiment for the combined 
reasons that (I) it works and (2) it has a p!ausibie physical basis (which will be related 
below)_ A demonstration of the fit of eqn _ 2 to the experiments using air is shown in 
Fig. 4. For the moment, considering the data taken with source A, the solid curve 
shown is obtained by eqn. 2 where c = 0.12 mm- ‘_ This calculated curve has heen 
normalized to the data at the point where the measured signal is 10.000 counts/see The 
calculation is then seen to coincide with the other experimental points reasonably well. 
The dashed and dotted curves are calculations where the value of a used is halved and 
doubled. respectively. These do not fit the data nearly as well. For the case of CF,Cl, 
shown in Fig_ 5. the solid line is again obtained from eqn. 2 but this time by using a 
value for c of O-50 mm-r. It will be shown shortly in the discussion of the physical 
basis of eqn_ 2 that the values of the constant, a, determined for air and CF2C11 in 
Figs_ 4 and 5 have a definite physical meaning and could. in fact, have been predicted 
from independent measurements of a completely different type than those reported 
here_ 

disk-to-aperture distcznce 

sJ”I-ce A QZ 

xl 5 13 5 O0 

disk-to-aperture distance 

Fi_e -1. Comparison of air data (dots and circles) with curves calculated from eqn. 2. For the source A 
cumes the ~&es of the coefficient 4 used are: u = 0.2 mm-l (solid), P = 014 mm-l (dotted) and (I = 
0.06 mm-’ (dashed)_ All cunxs hake been normalii with respect to the data at d = 5.5 mm. where the 
si_yd is ~0.000 counts:sec_ For tie source B calculation, the solid curve is for a = 0.11 with normalization 
wth respect to the source B data a~ d = 10 mm. l3e short dashed line is the calculated curve in thii 
re@on_ not-malized with respxt to the source A data at 5.5 mm. 

Fip 5_ Comparison of CF,C12 data (X) with curves calculated from eqn. 2. The values of the coefkient. CI. 
used far each tune are: u = 0.50 (solid). u = 1.0 (dotted). and a = 0.25 (dashed). The caicularions hzxxr 
kn normalized uith respect to the data at d = 3.5 mm where the signal is 10,000 counts!sec. 

The data in Fig. 4 where ion source B was used with air carrier gas can also be 
compared with a prediction based on eqn_ 2. This is done with the solid curve (normal- 
ized to data point at n = 20 mm). To obtain this calculation the contribution to 
ionization at the aperture from the much larger cylindrical wah was also included by 
dividing the cylinder into 2 stack of rings_ each having an area equal to each other and 
equal to the area of the individual units defined for the disk_ As the disk is moved 
closer to the pin in source B, two opposing effects can be expected. Radiation in- 
tensity at the observation point will tend to be increased due to a closer disk, but also 
~3.1 tend to be decreased due to partial blockage of radiation from the wall by the 
disk_ This “eclipse” of wall radiation should begin at cc. d = 7.5 mm and increase 
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continuously with closer approach of the disk_ The solid line in Fig. 4, source B, was 
calculated with a = 0.12 mm- ‘. The prediction is that the mass spectrometry signal 
will change very little with d until the last 2 mm of approach. The experimental data 
agrees reasonably we11 with this prediction, although the experimental points are 
observed to begin increasing measurably at CQ. 4 mm, rather than at 2 mm. This 
difference is possibly due to the fact that the trajectories of betas in an attenuating 
medium are not necessarily straight and, therefore, the blockage of wall radiation by 
the diik is probably not quite as efficient as assumed in the calculation_ 

Just above the source B data in Fig 4, a short dashed line is shown. This line 
indicates the predicted signal for source B if the calculations are normalized to the 
same reference point used for the source A caiculation at d = 5.5 mm. The largest 
source of uncertainty in comparing the magnitudes of signals obtained by source A 
with those of source B results from the fact that upon changing the source a new 
aperture must be used. Our experience has indicated that each aperture causes a 
slightly different total ion signal to be observed, presumably due to slight variations in 
their sizes. Over the course of using about a dozen apertures in a given source, we 
estimate that the range of signal variations has been ca. 20 %_ Thus, it is seen that the 
total ion signal for source B is very adequately predicted by the source A data and 
eqn. 2. 

Ph_vsicai justijkation for eqn. 2 
It can be shown that eqn. 2 has a physical basis from which the equation might 

have been suggested independent of our experiments. Furthermore it can be shown 
that even the correct value of the parameter, a, can be calculated from information 
readily available for the nuclide of interest_ 

We might start by explaining why tz,, the measured positive-ion density, is 
related to the square root of radiation intensity as stated directly in eqn. 4 and 
indirectly in eqn. 2. In a field-free ion source, ions are formed everywhere in the active 
voiume in proportion to the radiation intensity_ S, but are also rapidIy destroyed by 
the recombination of the oppositely charged species. Very quickly equilibrium is 
established’ and the rate of ion production equals the rate of ion loss by recombi- 
nation. This is described by 

dn . s 
2 = 0 = t; - Rn;n_ 
dr 

where S is the ion-pair production rate in the observation volume, V, and is propor- 
tional to radiation intensity, S. R is the positive ion-negative ion recombination rate. 
Since overall charge neutrality will be maintained at all points in this cell’, tz T = tz_, 
and eqn. 5 becomes 

n; = & (6) 

Thus, n, and the mass spectrometry signal should be proportional to the square root 
of the radiation intensity. 

Having explained the square root portion of eqn. 2. we will next consider 
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whether eqn_ 3. which expresses the critical form for f(s,), has a reasonable physical 
basis_ The inverse square dependence on distance is to be expected to comprise a 
portion of f(s,) since this accounts for the weli-known reduction in radiation intensity 
due to the effect of distance, alone, between a point source and the point of observa- 
tion_ It is not, howexler. as obvious why the simple function, emDr*, should constitute 
the remainder of this function (unlike the usual visible light absorbance experiment in 
which monochromatic light is used. the beta radiation under consideration here con- 
sists of a wide range of energies). Nevertheless, the fact is that conventional nuclear 
measurements of beta emitters indicate that the attenuation of radiation intensity 
through a medium does, indeed. decrease linearly with the negative exponential of the 
absorbing mass density6. Taking a relevant exampie. the aluminum absorption curve 
ibs 6’lNi-on-Pt foil has been reported by Brosi er al.‘. In Fig. 1 of their report, a linear 
relationship exists between the logarithm of counts measured by a windowless 
Geiger-MZller counter and the mass per unit area of the aluminum foil which sep- 
arates the 63Ni foil from the detector. (Since this is a parallel-plane experiment, no 
inverse distance squared component to the total re!ationship is expected or observed.) 
It is also important to note -&e ma_titude of the absorption coefficient for 63Ni-on-Pt 
deduced by Brosi et al_ They found that an aluminum foil of mass equal to 0.6 
mg+n-i’ halves the radiation intensity detected. Expressing their results in the form 
SiS, = e-“-‘I, where Ifi is the mass per unit area (mg/cm’) of the absorber. a value for 
a equal to l-15 cm’/mg is obtained. In order to compare this value for n expressed in 
units of cm’img with the values of a obtained from the experiments reported in this 
study, it is necessary to convert a in the above expression to a form having units of 
thickness of a gaseous film_ The density of a gas is given by the gas law, D (m&xn3) = 
XiW x P/RT_ Multiplication of D times a (cm’jmg) yields a value for a in units of 
cm-‘. Conversion to units of mm-’ yields a (mm-‘) = 1.41 x MW x P/T. where 
%UN. P and Tare in units of gmole, atm. and ‘K, respectively. With this conversion of 
uni*% the equation which expresses the data of Brosi et al. becomes S/S,, = e-“” where 
X is the thickness of the absorbing gas (mm)_ If, instead of the parallel-plane experi- 
ment by Brosi er al.. the absorption of betas from 63Ni-on-Pt were measured using a 
point source emitter and a small area detector, the reIationship between the measured 
radiation intensity and distance would be S/S,, = e -““/X’ where the value of a is the 
same as in the paralIel-plane experiment. The similarity of this function to eqn. 3 is 
encouraging and becomes even more so when the value of a is predicted from the data 
of Brosi er al. As outlined above, their measurements indicaie that a (mm-‘) = 1.41 
x &IW x PjT_ For the conditions used in our experiments shown in Figs. 24, P = 

0% atm and T = 296-K. Therefore, for air (MWz29) and CF,CI, (MW= 121) a 

values for these of 0.12 and 0.50, respectively, are predicted from independent experi- 
ments of a different nature than those described here. it will be recalled that these 
values are also the ones which gave the best fit to our measurements. 

Applicarion fo an) 63fVi ionizatimt ceil 

One can now reliably predict that the relative radiation intensity anywhere in 
the active volume of a 63Ni-on-Pt ionization cell, will be given by 

e --ox. 

rel S = CT 
i _q 

(7) 
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and that the relative positive-ion density at any point in a field-free source will be 
given by 

where the summations are over all area units (of equal size) into which the total 
emitter is divided, and the value of Q is I-41 x MW x P/T_ 

Several example calculations are provided below for the 63Ni geometry most 
commonly used, the cylindrical cell. To relate the method by which this calculation 
has been done, consider the drawing shown in Fig. 6. The magnitude of S or II, 
expected at any volume element, V,, located anywhere within the active volume of 
this cylindrical cell. is calculated usin, a eqn. 7 or S. The main difficulty is determining 
the numerous values of xi separating each area unit, Ai. from the volume element. Vri,. 
For the cylindrical cell these calculations are relatively straightforward if the cylinder 
is envisioned to be divided into a stack of rings and each ring is then divided into 
small rectangles (almost square) as shown in Fig. 6. The distance _Y~ from each area 
unit to any point I’; (located on a line crossing the cell and passing through its center) 
is obtainable by simple geometric calculations as shown. We have performed this 
caiculation for a cylindrical cell of IO-mm diameter and 20-mm length. The cylinder is 
divided into 40 rings of 0.5mm width and each ring is divided into SO rectangles 
(defined by 360” of rotation about the center of a ring in increments of 4.5”). This cell 
then consists of 3200 area units. As each value of si is found, its contribution to S is 
added to that of the others according to eqn. 7. After completing all dj summations. 
another location for V, is chosen and the calculation is repeated_ Using a handheld 

programmable calcu!ator of modest capability (125 program steps were required), the 
magnitudes of S and n, at all five non-repetitious points at l-mm intervals along the 
cell diameter were produced by the calculator in ca. 1 h. This process was repeated for 
intervals of 2 mm along the length of the cell, starting at the middle and continuing to 
10 mm past one end of the cell. The results of these calculations are shown in Fig. 7, 
where the value of a chosen is O-11_ This choice for a reflects, for example, the use of 
argon-methane carrier gas (MWz40) at 200°C. From calculations in Fig. 7, the 
relative magnitudes of S and n, as a function of position across or along the ceI1 are 
indicated_ For example, at the center of this cell the positive-ion density will be 0.66 as 
great as the density 0.5 mm from the wall_ The radiation intensity and ion-pair produc- 
tion rate in the center will be 0.44 as great as that 0.5 mm from the wall. (Due to the 
square root component of eqn. 8, the ion densities vary less with position than the 
radiation intensity values.) An interesting conclusion drawn from Fig. 7 is that in this 
field-free source, the relative ion density at positions well beyond the end of the 
cylinder remains surprisingly high; all along the cell cross-section at 10 mm from the 
end of the radioactive foil the ion density is about one-fifth (14/66) as great as at the 
center of the cell. 

In order to demonstrate the effect of varied gas densities (which are determined 
experimentally by the choice of temperature, pressure, and molecular weight of the 
carrier gas) in the same IO-mm diameter cell, calculations were repeated using a range 
of a values_ The results of these calculations are summarized in Figs S-10, 
where different aspects of the ionization process are shown for ali- points (more 
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xi =vw 
Fig. 6. Representation of the method by which the distance. x,. between any 

~olutne element II, of interest can be calculated. The observation element. 
perpxticuiar to and passing through the axis of the cylinder. 

emitter zrea unit. A,. and any 
P-” must lie on a line running 

distance from end of cell (mm) 
‘W> 

t 0 2 4 6 3 -iI _-_----------- 3: 9 
=j _c :7 e5 is 23 -23 
2s 3‘. ‘5 +3 57 3’ 

43 G 3 
L5 z 35 53 

Fig. i. Reiative magnitudes of radiation intensities and ion densities predicted throughout the active 
-.oicme of z 63Bi cvlindrkd source of IO-mm diameter and X-mm length. Values are @\en at radiai 
interxzk of i mm z&d also at O-5 mm from the cell wdl~. Values are given at longitudinal inten& of 2 mm 
and extend from the :ongitudinai center to 10 mm past the end of the cyiinder. 

than 0.5 mm from a wall) across the central diameter of the cell_ Fig_ S shows how 
radiation intensity varies with position and gas density. All curves have a common 
normalization point so that the mqtitudes of the different curves are comparable 
with each other. Fig. 8 shows that the relative radiation intensity across the IO-mm 
cell with a ““Ni-on-R source is stron& dependent on the density of the carrier gas. In 
all cases the radiation intensity near the walls is seater than at the center. This data 
should not be taken to reflect the ma_gnitude of relative ionization at each position, 
because the relative ion-production rate will be proportional to the product of radi- 
ation and density at each point. Therefore, in Fig. 9 the dependence of the relative 
ion-production rate on position is shown, where the production rate was obtained by 
muitiplying the radiation intensity at each point by the value of a_ Fig_ 9 indicates that 
the production rate of ions at the center of the cell changes only moderately with 
\ ariation of a and passes through a ma_ximum with a z 0.2 mm- I_ This ma.umum 
occurs because of the competition between gas density at-the center and attenuation 
of radiation by intermediate layers of gas. Nearer the walls, however, the production 
ra:e is strongIy dependent on gas density_ It is important to point out here that the 
areas under each curve in Fig_ 9 should protide a measure of the total ionization rate 
occurritig throughout the cell. The maximum standing current expected for various 
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I- O 2 4 6 8 IO 

position across cell (mm) position ~120s~ cell (mm) 
Fig_ 5. Radiation intensity predicted across the center of a 63Ni cvlindrical cell of IO-mm diameter and 20- _ 
mm length for selected values of the gas density coef?icient. a. 

Fig. 9. Ion-production rates predicted for cell described in Fig. 8. 

conditions of temperature,’ pressure, and molecular weight of the carrier gas might 
thereby be predicted if this ceil were an ECD_ 

In Fig 10 the equilibrium ion dens&s in this same cell in the absence of all 
ekctric fields are shown as a function of gas density_ As in Fig. 7 these do not v&-y 
with position as strongly as do the ion-production rates. Normal conditions within a 
Jypical ECD are perhaps best represented by the a = 0.1 curve. For this gas density, 
the ion densities shown vary by only ea. 25 oA across the interior 9 mm of the cell’s 
diameter_ If high pressures (such as 4 atm) or high molecular weight carrier gases are 
used in this cell, ion densities will then become much more dependent on position 
within the ceil. Fig. 10 should be applied to experimental conditions with caution 
since under typicai conditions of the ECD, for example. electric fields are applied. 
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Fig_ IO. Equilibrium ion densities predicted in the cell described in Fig. 8 if the @I is free of applied eiectric 
fields 

Ficm 11. Predicted eiT&Xs of size of “3Ni cylindrical cells on relative radiation intensity, ion-production rate 
anC equilibrium ion density. For all celis the length is assumed to be twice the diameter. The calculations 
apply to positions across the longitudinal center. A gas density coefficient of a = 0.11 has been used. 
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The complete discription of ion distributions in these cases must also take into account 
the applied fieid, the result@ space-charge fields due to the separation of charge 
types, and the migration of electrons and ions in these fields. For the pulsed ECD 
we have previously done this. starting with the assumption that the ionization rate is 
equal evervwhere in the active volume”. 

In Fig_ I 1. the effect of the size of the cylindrical cell is shown. Relative radi- 
ation intensity and relative ion production can now be expressed together because 
only one gas density (a =O_ I 1) is considered_ All curves terminate at a position 0.5 
mm from the cell wall. Again. these calculations are ali mutually comparable. There- 
fort it is seen that the radiation intensity. the ion-production rate and the relative ion 
density at the center of these cehs are greatest for the smallest cell. even though the 
total activity of this cell will be only lj56 as great as that of the largest cell_ 

CONCLUSIOS 

We have described here a method by which ionization parameters of any 
imagined 63Ni-on-Pt ionization cell mi&t be calculated. The method should also be 
applicabIe to ion sources which use other beta-emitting nuclides as !ong as the mass 
absorption curve of that nuclide has been measured. With other nuclides the only 
alteration in the calculations described here will be in the coefficient, B. in the general 
expression, u = B x MW x PjT. 

There are a multitude of previous reportSconcerning the ECD, APIMS, and 
IhfS which could be compared with the observations and predictions related in this 
paper. We will certainly not attempt such an ambitious task here. We will, however, 
comment briefly on the compatibihty of our results with those of the two recent 
stud&-’ referred to in the Introduction. 

Aue and Kapila’ measured direct currents in a 6”Ni ionization celi, where the 
63Ni was in the form of a small disk and was moveable relative to the counter 
electrode_ At ambient pressure and temperatures in nitrogen gas their measurements 
indicated that the “center of ionization” occurs at a distance of cu. 1 mm from the 
foil. The ionization cell they used is very similar to our ion source A. Therefore. in the 
experiment shown in Fig. 12. in which the d-c. cell current of source A has been 

c--E---=-c-o-- 
a’ 
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disk-to-wail distance 
Fig_ 12 C&i cumnf measured witi source A with nitrogen carrier _eas at ambient temperature and 
pressure as a function of disk &cement T&s is a ds. measurement where the pin is positively polarized by 
connecting a -WV battery betwen the moveable pin and the electrometer. 
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measured as a function of distance, d, a result similar to that of Aue and Kapila might 
be expected. It is seen in Fig. 12 that the value of d at which the measured current 
decreases to 50 % of the maximum value does, indeed, occur at ca. d= 1 mm. There- 
fore, in our source, also, the “center of ionization”@- this source geonzetr_r appears to 
be CU. 1 mm from the disk surface. Also, if one considers the m&s spectrometry data 
from the disk esperiment in air shown in Fi g. 4, the experimental points and the solid 
curve are seen to be rising rapidly at d = 1 mm. Furthermore, the solid curve is for 
II,. whereas to compare with a d.c. measurement a curve for ion-production rate 
wou!d be more appropriate. Since ion-production rate is proportional to the square 
ofrz,, that curve would be rising even more rapidly in the vicinity of d = 1 mm. From 
the ion measurements, also, it then seems reasonable that the “center of ionization” 
for this cell design under these conditions occurs at ca. 1 mm from the foil. We hasten 
to add, however. that this value for the “center of ionization” should be applied to 
other cell designs only with caution. In the experiments just described, the fall-off of 
radiation with distance from the foil will be reduced by some type of I/& component 
(as well as the absorption component) which will be determined by the exact size of 
the disk. (The small-disk experiment represents neither a true parallel-plane nor 
point-source design but is a composite of the two.) Recognizing this, the data of 
Ayala ef al.’ can be viewed as being consistent with and not contradictory to that of 
Aue and Kapila. Ayala et al. found that. with a cell of cylindrical geometry and a 
diameter of 14 mm. the ion-pair production rate increases continuously with carrier 
gas density (their Fi g. 7). The increase in production rate with P/T is somewhat less 
than a proportional relation at ambient values of P./T, and the dependence becomes 
progressively weaker at high values of P/T_ This result seems to indicate that a major 
portion of the 63Ni betas at STP conditions of argon-methane carrier gas penetrate 
completely across their 14mm cell. While this may appear inconsistent with the 
small-disk experiment, it can be shown that there actuaily is no contradiction when 
the total systems are considered. The calculations discussed ahove which supported 
the measurements of Aue and Kapila also lead to Fig. 9. From the data in Fig. 9, an 
estimate of the dependence of the ion-production rate on the gas density can be 
obtained by comparing the relative areas under each curve. For this IO-mm cell, it is 
Seen that an increase in density above ambient levels (ca_ a = 0.1) is expected to result 
in an increase in the ion-production rate. As the gas density is increased to relatively 
large values, an accompanying increase in production rate should continue but this 
dependence should become progressively weaker, as was observed by Ayala er al. 
Thus, the apparent differences between these two reports are resolved by the view 
provided here and are seen to result primarily from the different source geometries 
studied rather than the nature of 63Ni beta penetration_ 

The objective of this study has been to describe the ionization processes occur- 
ring everywhere within the active volume of an ion source. Other parameters of 
general interest, such as total charge production rate, should be obtainable from these 
by integration over the entire volume. The results reported here and the method 
developed for describing any imagined beta ionization cell should be useful for future 
~lses and studies of these dev<ces. 
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